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👋 
● Software Developer at Leipzig University Library, Open Data 

Engineer at Internet Archive, working on Internet Archive Scholar 
and Citation Graphs 

● Misc: consultant, author, open source contributor, community 
organizer, former Lecturer at Lancaster University Leipzig

● main "serious" topic, beside haikus, is the conversion of 
unstructured data (e.g. "strings", "bytes") to structured data (e.g. 
"metadata"), information retrieval

● previous talks: NN tour (2016), PyTorch tour (2018), ML w/ Go 
(2018), cgosamples (2023), local models (2023) 

https://ub.uni-leipzig.de
https://archive.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Archive_Scholar
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.06595
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=7gueY4EAAAAJ
https://github.com/miku
https://golangleipzig.space/
https://golangleipzig.space/
https://www.lancasterleipzig.de/
https://golangleipzig.space/meetup-38-llm-haiku/meetup-38-llm-haiku.pdf
https://github.com/miku/nntour
https://github.com/miku/pytorch-tour
https://github.com/miku/mlgo
https://github.com/miku/cgosamples
https://github.com/miku/localmodels
https://scholar.archive.org


A growing genai ecosystem 
● in the last 12 months, a number of closed and open models have 

been released (there is a spectrum)
● large number of tools around models (often just thin wrappers)
● dozens of writing assistants, more integrated with writing tasks 

(ideation, readability, grammar checks, summarization, ...)
● tools to help find snippets in your own documents, locally 

(maybe: better search)
● Copilots, according to a case study of 150M LOC, code quality 

already dropped in 2023. May need less code, not more.
● biggest leap: availability of models for local, personal use

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.04844.pdf
https://github.com/steven2358/awesome-generative-ai?tab=readme-ov-file#writing-assistants
https://gwern.net/doc/ai/nn/transformer/gpt/codex/2024-harding.pdf


Shiny, broken 
● “Prompt engineering is time consuming and requires 

considerable trial and error… As one developer said, "it's 
more of an art than a science". – 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2312.14231 (2023) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2312.14231


Why prompt engineering? 
● interactions like chat w/ machine existed at least since 1967 (57 

years ago)
● natural language interfaces are not new
● the wikipedia article about Prompt Engineering first appeared in 

2021-10-20
● there was a tweet 1599971348717051904 about the job role 

"Prompt Engineer" (I used it as a joke on 2022-12-12 during an 
intro to programming CS class) 

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs124/p36-weizenabaum.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prompt_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Prompt_engineering&oldid=1050870205
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Prompt_engineering&oldid=1050870205
https://twitter.com/alexandr_wang/status/1599971348717051904


Small language models 
Before they became large, there were small language models.

In the June 1989 issue of Scientific American, on page 122-125, we find 
a column, titled A potpourri of programmed prose and prosody 

https://archive.org/details/ComputerRecreationsMarkovChainer
https://archive.org/details/ComputerRecreationsMarkovChainer


Markov Chain 
● language model (with a small context) 
● it models the probability of the next word in the sequence (similar 

to an LLM) 

Example output (after reading ~500000 words from standards and 
literature; or KJP): 
 
werden, insbesondere bei speziellen gattungen von dokumenten, wie 
retrokonvertierten altbeständen, zeitschriftenaufsätzen oder 
elektronischen publikationen. hier hat die nation in sitte und sprache 
rascher und herrlicher zur flamme entfacht. in diesem fall mit derselben 
gewandten kuehnheit wie in dem ganzen oestlichen mittelmeer 
geworden und durch die epischen daktylen. 

https://kingjamesprogramming.tumblr.com


Dense Word Vectors 
● important step towards modelling meaning of words and texts
● assign a vector (e.g. of dim 100) to a word, vocabulary will live in 

a vector space, that exposes operations on words, e.g. similarity, 
arithmetic, ...

● space is a byproduct of an NN trying to predict the next word (or 
the context of a word)

● unsupervised task, no need for labor-intensive labeling, large 
training sets available (The Pile, ...)

● example small dataset: 1M words 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00027


Where to put the words? 
● imagine a line (1-D), and three words, e.g. cat, mouse, table 
● how to place these words on a line? 



Word Vectors 
● example after looking at 1M 

words (takes about 1s) from 
the bible and some other texts 



Similarities 
● word embeddings move similar 

things closer together 



What does the NN think about the cat? 



Word arithmetic 
● after only 1M words, we can 

do some basic arithmetic in this space 



Word arithmetic 
● after only 1M words, we can 

do some basic arithmetic in this space 
● with larger text (100B) these embeddings 

will reflect much more: geographics, 
some grammar rules, and more 



Just data? 
Man is to Computer Programmer as Woman is to Homemaker? 
Debiasing Word Embeddings, e.g. "We show that even word 
embeddings trained on Google News articles exhibit female/male gender 
stereotypes to a disturbing extent." (2016)

The bias discussion is continuing, e.g. in Should ChatGPT be Biased? 
Challenges and Risks of Bias in Large Language Models (2023)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1607.06520.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1607.06520.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.03738.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.03738.pdf


Jump to Prompts 
● the work shifted from research 

and development to the user 
● Cf. Pre-train, Prompt, and Predict: 

A Systematic Survey of Prompting Methods in 
Natural Language Processing (2021) 

● models were trained on multiple tasks 
● in addition to the “text” model, there 

is often an “instruct” fine-tuning step, 
that seems more in line with 
a conversation 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf


In-Context Learning or Memorization? 
● typically called in-context learning (adaption to “task” w/o weight 

updates) 
● sometimes considered “programming” (just in a much less 

specified language) 
● sometimes considered “navigation” - in the latent space of the 

model  



Some surprising results 
● “Chain-of-Thought” Prompting (2023) 

○ spelling out the steps while formulating the task improves 
responses 

● “EmotionPrompt” - “Large Language Models Understand and 
Can be Enhanced by Emotional Stimuli” (2023) 
○ Our human study results demonstrate that 

EmotionPrompt significantly boosts the performance of 
generative tasks (10.9% average improvement in terms of 
performance, truthfulness, and responsibility metrics). 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.11760.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.11760.pdf


Three customized models 
● custom interaction with more elaborate prompts 

 
Three tests (WA = writing assistant): 
 

● WA-0 
● WA-1 
● WA-2 



WA-0 



WA-1 



WA-2 



Generic Tips 
● define goal first 
● be specific 
● role-play (“act as …”) 
● one-shot, few-shot examples 
● prompting for prompts 

 
From: Prompt Engineering as an Important Emerging Skill for Medical 
Professionals: Tutorial 
 
 
 

https://www.jmir.org/2023/1/e50638/
https://www.jmir.org/2023/1/e50638/


Waves of text 
● UB Leipzig: ca. 5.5 M media (or 

~550,000,000,000 tokens) 
● 550000 GPUs (sold by Q3 NVDA) could 

produce the amount of text in this library in 
about five hours 

https://www.tomshardware.com/news/nvidia-to-sell-550000-h100-compute-gpus-in-2023-report


VIELEN DANK! 

Martin Czygan  

UB Leipzig  

Beethovenstraße 6, 04107 Leipzig  

czygan@ub.uni-leipzig.de  

www.ub.uni-leipzig.de


